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• What we are proud of: - An
unusual use of 3D graphics and an
epic story with a fascinating world
view - An action RPG with a variety
of thrilling battle scenarios with a
romantic vision - A high-quality
action role-playing game with in-
depth features that expand the
gameplay experience in a deep
and rich way - New roles and
classes with the introduction of a
new system - A wide variety of
weapons, armor, and accessories
to create unique characters -
Various powerful items such as
potions, relics, and relics that have
a great effect and can be combined
in the middle of the gameplay -
Powerful and interesting dungeons
- Unique online features for open
sharing among friends •
Endorsements and Critiques: - 12
exclusive weapons, armor, and
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accessories - 3 brand-new classes,
9 new classes, and 3 revamped
classes. - History of Mercenary
Giant, Hayato – a character that
has shown his qualities through his
unrelenting loyalty to Elden. -
Strong nostalgic elements of the
original game born from the story -
A wider variety of environments
such as towns, neighborhoods,
ruins, and dungeons with complex
designs - A story involving multiple
perspectives of the different
characters - An intense action RPG
atmosphere - An original fantasy
with a dark, dramatic and romantic
story that will inspire you with its
powerful and exciting narrative -
Various in-depth fantasy elements
such as the development of
characters through character
growth - A two-dimensional battle
system that is easy to understand
and easy to enjoy - Unforgettable
online gameplay elements -
Various audio content such as
voice over, sound effects, music,
and the opening and ending theme
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- Worldwide Service ENJOY!
[Information on the game can be
found at: ◆The Gaps between
Cultures. The obsession that we
humans have with freedom and
individuality, the desire for
progress. The desire to trace our
lineage to the gods. For this, we
have tried to make the best of
technology and civilization. We
have built a civilization that carries
the overwhelming pride of the
human race. A civilization that
praises the beauty of life and
celebrates the differences between
ourselves and others. But, as we
live, we also live with our own
flaws. We are all human. We are all
alike. Our lives are not different,
but sometimes, we despise and
reject that. ◆Even though we may
not know, sometimes we
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Features Key:

A world that you can freely roam around and explore

Customize your appearance and develop your character. Create a
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powerful character and brandishing the power of The Elden Ring

A story with unparalleled detail yet effortless reading. A unique plot
that unfolds one character at a time

Discover an ever-growing adventure with dozens of locations

A direct connection with other players and a web-based asynchronous
online experience

A vast world rich with unexplored content. In addition to an open
world, detailed maps and contact info for dungeons are included

A Revered Myth Comes to Life In the peak of a windswept mountain in
North America, the shores of a small island in the middle of a vast
ocean, a rumor goes around and a town full of people calls out for a
legend, the tyrant Vaul, who is said to control a powerful beast. They
believe that, with the help of a magnificent hero who saved the town
from an attack by a monster, they can defeat Vaul. A grand journey
begins—a journey full of anticipation—

RoboScrub Fusion features:

A vast and richly developed world that can be freely explored

Customize your character, items and weapons

Open ended online multiplayer where you can directly connect with
other players.

A large guild where you can collect resources, discover lots of events,
and join one of the many guilds.

Complete combos to get buffs and become stronger over time. Use
equipment to perfectly match your characters’ abilities and power

Many dungeons to find new quests and stories.
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